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Many appraisers don't know about or don't understand the new FDIC and "regulatory agency" exclusions found in many
appraiser E&O policies.  Why is it relevant to know if your policy has an FDIC or regulatory agency exclusion of some
sort?  The main reason is because the FDIC sues appraisers for professional negligence -- such lawsuits are discussed in
prior posts: here and here.

  
How do you determine if a policy being offered to you contains an FDIC exclusion?  

  
Not all policies contain FDIC-related exclusions.  For some of the insurance providers below, it depends on the state or
dates of the appraiser's coverage.  Other insurance providers do not include any FDIC or regulatory claims exclusions in
any policies.  No policies sold by LIA in its appraiser E&Oprogram contain any FDIC-related exclusions; and there are
policies available in other programs such as Intercorp and FREA, which do not contain the exclusions.  For those policies
which may include FDIC or regulatory claims exclusions, these are the provisions to look for -- they are usually added as
endorsements to the policy:

  
Navigators Insurance Company.  The following exclusion is applied as an endorsement to many appraiser E&O
policies issued by Navigators in states where appraisers are at highest risk for being sued by the FDIC (I believe the
selected states presently are: Arizona, California, Florida, Georgia, Illinois, Michigan, Nevada and Washington).  The
effect of the endorsement is to exclude coverage for damages in any claim by the FDIC or by any similar federal or state
regulatory agency and to cap the attorneys' fees available to defend such a claim at $100,000.

  
 

 
General Star.  The following exclusion is added in an endorsement to many appraisers E&O policies from General Star.

 

https://web.archive.org/web/20161111195737/http://www.appraiserlawblog.com/2013/10/fdic-exclusions-in-appraiser-e-policies.html
https://web.archive.org/web/20161111195737/http://www.appraiserlawblog.com/2012/08/fdic-diversifies-its-appraiser-targets.html
https://web.archive.org/web/20161111195737/http://www.appraiserlawblog.com/2012/05/update-on-fdic-lawsuits-relating-to.html
https://web.archive.org/web/20161111195737/http://www.liability.com/errors_and_omissions/
https://web.archive.org/web/20161111195737/http://3.bp.blogspot.com/-Bj8h5Jua2QM/UlWmBKrPwhI/AAAAAAAAAeU/vnlBF4tCMR8/s1600/Navigators+FDIC+Exclusion.bmp
https://web.archive.org/web/20161111195737/http://1.bp.blogspot.com/-3h0XsfZZ5fU/TZ4P-HaEz_I/AAAAAAAAAOs/d2K03ODpq_Y/s1600/General+Star+--+FDIC+Exclusion+%2528Prior+Acts+before+8-1-08%2529.jpg


 
 
Five Star/Lloyd's.  The exclusion below is found within the main policy text of current Five Star/Lloyd's appraiser
E&O policies:

 

 
CNA.  The exclusion below is contained in endorsements to some E&O policies from CNA:

 

https://web.archive.org/web/20161111195737/http://4.bp.blogspot.com/-GGuhcd8XgG4/TZ4PI42SnyI/AAAAAAAAAOk/dJk0JtYNfmc/s1600/Five+Star-Lloyd%2527s+--+FDIC+Exclusion.jpg
https://web.archive.org/web/20161111195737/http://3.bp.blogspot.com/-RTvoKLAJJSw/TZ4UuL82aKI/AAAAAAAAAOw/2PVLii_39xU/s1600/CNA+--+FDIC+Exclusion.jpg

